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iffuser based on polymer micro-
balls-filled nematic liquid crystal composite film

Le Zhou,a Cheng Han,b Cuihong Zhangd and Lanying Zhang*ac

In this study, optical diffusers based on epoxy resin/thiol/nematic liquid crystal composites were prepared

using different curing temperatures, curing times and curing agents (thiols). Additionally, the effects of the

curing temperatures, the curing times and the thiols on the polymer ball microstructures and the optical

properties of optical diffusers were investigated systematically. For applications of optical diffusers, the

optimized curing temperature has been achieved by combining the high transmittance and high haze. A

novel optical diffuser with ultrahigh transmittance (>94.0%), ultrahigh haze (>94.0%) and excellent

diffusing ability has been obtained, of which the polymer morphology is single polymer micro-balls

without aggregation.
1. Introduction

Liquid crystal displays (LCDs) are widely applied in cell-phones,
laptops and computers, and optical diffusers are essential
constituents of LCDs that enable high performance light
management with independent control of light distribution
patterns.1–5 Transmission and haze are twomain indices used to
characterize optical diffusers, and two broad types of optical
diffusers in the LCDs are the top diffuser lm and the bottom
diffuser lm. In general, the top diffuser lm requires high
transmission and low haze,6 while the bottom diffuser needs
high transmission and high haze, which have been focused and
investigated recently. One method to achieve the bottom
diffuser with high transmission, high haze and excellent
diffusing ability is doping inorganic or organic particles into
a polymer substrate and another method involves building
periodic structures onto a polymer substrate.7 However, both
methods have disadvantages. The dispersibility of particles is
critical for the optical properties of optical diffusers in the
former method,8 while the complex preparation of the periodic
structure is the most important factor in the latter method.9,10

Recently, polymer/liquid crystal (LC) composite lms have been
focused on in order to avoid the abovementioned problems.11

First, the preparation of the polymer/LC composite lms is
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simple, diversied and cost-effective. Additionally, the polymer/
LC composite lms can be phase separated and are tunable.
Thus, high transmittance and highly scattering lms are easily
obtained.12–16

In principle, a polymer/LC composite lm consists of
micron-size liquid crystals and polymers, where the LC droplets
disperse in the polymer matrix by means of a thermally or an
ultraviolet (UV) irradiation induced phase separation in
a homogeneous solution of LCs and monomers; thus, the lm
appears to be in a scattering state and can be applied as an
optical diffuser.17 LC droplets dispersed in polymer networks
have been investigated, using various approaches such as the
Rayleigh–Gans approximation for smaller LC droplets and the
anomalous diffraction approximation and the geometrical
optical theory for larger LC droplets.18 We have also studied
these three scattering theories, and when the size of LC droplets
is about 3.0 mm, the haze and the transmittance of an optical
diffuser can reach 88.5% and nearly 90.0%,19 respectively.
Additionally, we have investigated that lms with a combined
morphology of polymer network and polymer balls has high
transmission (>93.0%) and high haze (>95.0%). The curing
agent for this type of lms consists of thiol and polyamine and
their weight ratio is 3 : 1.20–23

Herein, to obtain a novel optical diffuser with ultrahigh
transmission and ultrahigh haze, the same epoxy system
described in a previous study was applied. However, only thiol is
used the curing agent, and a curing accelerator is used in the
system for saving curing time.24 Consequently, we designed an
optical diffuser with high transmission (>94.0%) and high haze
(>94.0%) lled with uniform polymer micro-balls and nematic
LCs. Furthermore, the inuences of the curing temperatures,
the curing times and the curing agent thiols on the morphol-
ogies of the polymer balls and the optical properties of the lms
were investigated intensively.
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 40347–40357 | 40347
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Table 1 The composites of the optical diffusers A1–A9 and C1–C9

Sample IDa E-51 RDE TTMP SLC1717 DMAP

A1–A9 0.10 g 0.30 g 0.40 g 0.80 g 0.0080 g

Sample IDb E-51 RDE DHMP SLC1717 DMAP

C1–C9 0.10 g 0.30 g 0.40 g 0.80 g 0.0080 g

a Sample ID (curing time, curing temperature): A1 (0.5 h, 343.15 K); A2
(0.5 h, 358.15 K); A3 (0.5 h, 373.15 K); A4 (1.0 h, 343.15 K); A5 (1.0 h,
358.15 K); A6 (1.0 h, 373.15 K); A7 (1.5 h, 343.15 K); A8 (1.5 h, 358.15
K); A9 (1.5 h, 373.15 K). b Sample ID (curing time, curing
temperature): C1 (0.5 h, 343.15 K); C2 (0.5 h, 358.15 K); C3 (0.5 h,
373.15 K); C4 (1.0 h, 343.15 K); C5 (1.0 h, 358.15 K); C6 (1.0 h, 343.15
K); C7 (1.5 h, 343.15 K); C8 (1.5 h, 358.15 K); C9 (1.5 h, 373.15 K).
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2. Experimental
2.1 Materials and methods

The nematic liquid crystal SLC1717 (TNI ¼ 365 K, Dn¼ 0.201, no
¼ 1.519, ne ¼ 1.720) was used in the system, which was
purchased from Shijiazhuang Chengzhi Yonghua Display
Materials Co. Ltd. Commercial. The epoxy monomers used in
this study were commercial epoxy resin E-51 and resorcinol
diglycidyl ether (RDE), which were both purchased from
Heowns Biochem Technologies. Trimethylopropane tris(3-
mercaptopropionate) (TTMP) and dipentaerythritol hexakis(3-
mercaptopropionate) (DHMP) are thiols without rigid groups,
and are both produced by Heowns Biochem Technologies. 4-
Dimethylaminopyridine (DMAP) was used as a curing acceler-
ator for the reaction of the epoxy resin and thiol. Chemical
structures of the materials are shown in Fig. 1. All the materials
were used without further purication.

The composite mixtures were prepared according to the data
shown in Table 1, and the 20.0 mm-thick glass micro-bead
(0.5 wt% of the total weight of the mixtures) was additionally
added to control the lm thickness. Then, the mixtures were
treated by sonicating for 10.0 min to form a homogenous
solution, followed by being pressed between two pieces of
poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET substrates, thickness ¼ 50.0
mm). Finally, the mixtures were cured in an oven at dened
temperatures for the determined time to obtain the optical
diffusers.
2.2 Measurements of optical diffusers

Optical properties of optical diffusers include the total trans-
mission and transmission haze, which were examined by UV-
vis-NIR spectrophotometry (America, PE Lambda 950) in the
visible region (400–800 nm). By adding the integrating spheres,
Fig. 1 The chemical structures of E-51, RDE, TTMP, DHMP and DMAP.
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the UV-vis-NIR spectra of optical diffusers were obtained in
compliance with ASTM D1003. The optical diffusing abilities of
optical diffusers were measured by a light intensity distribution
measuring instrument. The distance between the optical
diffuser and the light source (CIE illuminant C) was 4.0 cm,
while the distance between the photo detector and the optical
diffuser is 40.0 cm. By rotating the optical diffuser and the light
source synchronously from �60.0� to 60.0�, the corresponding
light intensity per degree was detected.

In order to observe the morphologies of optical diffusers, the
optical diffusers were dipped into cyclohexane for two weeks at
room temperature to remove the LCs. Then, they were dried for
4.0 hours at 353.15 K under vacuum and sputtered with gold
coating. The morphologies of the polymers in the optical
diffusers were examined by scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM,
HITACHI S-4800).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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3. Results and discussions
3.1 The effect of the curing temperature and the curing time
on the polymer micro-balls in lms A1–A9

As we can see in Fig. 2, when the curing time is 0.5 h, the curing
temperature has a profound effect on the morphologies of
samples A1–A3. With the increase in the curing temperature,
the average size of the polymeric balls increases due to the
higher activation energy. At curing temperature 373.15 K, the
average size of the polymeric balls in lm A2 is about 8.45 mm
and that in lm A3 is about 14.40 mm. When the curing
temperature is 358.15 K, the polymeric balls are still bonded to
each other. When the curing temperature is 343.15 K, the energy
is relatively lower, and lm A1 is isotropic without the formed
polymer balls.

As the curing time extends to 1.0 h, similar to lms A1–A3,
the curing temperature also has a profound effect on the poly-
mer morphologies of lms A4–A6. Due to the incomplete poly-
merization, irregular polymer balls are formed in lm A4. When
the curing temperature is 358.15 K, connected regular polymer
balls are formed in lm A5 and their average size is 5.55 mm.
When the curing temperature increases to 373.15 K, the regular
polymer micro-balls in lm A6 become smaller, with an average
size of 3.33 mm.
Fig. 2 The polymer morphologies of optical diffusers A1–A9.
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Upon prolonging the curing time to 1.5 h, the density of the
polymer ball aggregate in lm A7 increased with the curing
temperature of 343.15 K. Increasing the curing temperature to
358.15 K causes the shape of the polymer balls nearly spherical,
as observed for lm A8. Upon increasing the curing temperature
to 373.15 K, the size of the single polymer ball increased in lm
A9 compared with that of lm A6, which is 10.50 mm.

The microstructures of lms A3, A6 and A9, which were
prepared at the same temperature while increasing the curing
time, were compared. First, with shorter curing time for lm A3,
the average size of polymer micro-balls is the largest and the
micro-balls are poly-dispersed. With the longer curing time in
lm A6, the micro-balls are uniform and the smallest. When the
curing time is set as 1.5 h, the size of the polymer micro-balls
increase in lm A9, such that they are larger than the limit for
light scattering.
3.2 The effect of the curing temperature and the curing time
on the polymer micro-balls in lms C1–C9

When thiols with the highest degree of functionality were
applied as the curing agent in the epoxy resin system, unlike
with the lm A1, the polymer micro-balls were not formed. First,
large polymer ball aggregation occurs and virtually no single
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 40347–40357 | 40349
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polymer balls exist in lm C1 when the lm is cured at 343.15 K
for 0.5 h. On extending the curing time to 1.0 h, the average size
of the polymer micro-balls is smaller in lm C2, which was
cured at 358.15 K for 0.5 h. Continually increasing the curing
time to 373.15 K for 1.5 h, the average size of the polymer-balls
in the lm C3 decreases compared with that in lm C2.$In
conclusion, the density of the polymer micro-balls of the lm
increases with the increase in the curing temperature (Fig. 3).

By providing the system with a higher degree of function-
ality, the polymer micro-ball aggregation occurs at the low
temperature of 343.15 K for 1.0 h, as observed in the lm C4.
The density of the polymer micro-balls in lm C4 is higher than
that in lm C1 due to the extended curing time. By raising the
curing temperature to 358.15 K for 1.0 h, higher density polymer
micro-ball aggregate formed in lm C5 compared with that in
the lm C2. On further increasing the curing temperature to
373.15 K for 1.0 h, the density of the polymer-ball aggregate
greatly increased in lm C6. Additionally, the average diameter
of the polymer micro-balls that grew into polymer micro-ball
aggregates decreased.

On increasing the curing time to 1.5 h, the density of the
polymer micro-ball aggregate in lm C7 increased at the low
temperature 343.15 K compared with that in lms C1 and C4.
Fig. 3 The polymer morphologies of optical diffusers C1–C9.
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Moreover, the average size of the polymer micro-ball aggregate
in lm C8 decreases with the increase in curing temperature to
358.15 K for 1.5 h. Similarly, on increasing the curing temper-
ature to 373.15 K for 1.5 h, the density of polymer micro-ball
aggregate in lm C9 was the largest and the average size was
the smallest compared with those in lms C7 and C8.
3.3 The effect of the curing temperature and the curing time
on the optical properties of lms

As shown in Fig. 2, the average size of the polymer micro-balls in
lm A2 is smaller than that in lm A3. Moreover, the polymer
balls are typically bonded with each other, and the interfaces
between the polymer balls and LCs in lm A2 are less. Thus, the
haze of lm A3 is the highest, as shown in Fig. 4(B). Addition-
ally, due to the smaller polymer micro-balls in the lm A2, the
haze of lm A2 is less than that of lm A3. As there exists no
phase separation in lm A1, and the haze of lm A1 is the lowest
due to the least interfaces between the LCs and the polymer. In
case of the transmission of lms A1–A3 (shown in Fig. 4(A)), due
to the smaller polymer micro-balls in lm A2, light can transmit
from the lm more, so the transmission of lm A2 is the
highest. Contrary to lms A2 and A3, the polymer forms a at
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 4 The optical properties of optical diffusers A1–A3; (A) total transmissions of optical diffusers A1–A3; (B) transmission hazes of optical
diffusers A1–A3.
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lm without polymer micro-balls, and the scattering of the LC
droplets leads to a decrease in the transmission in lm A1. In
summary, in terms of high transmission (>90.0%) and haze
(>90.0%), lm A2 can meet the needs of the system when the
curing time is xed at 0.5 h and the curing temperature is xed
at 358.15 K.

As shown in Fig. 5(B), due to the non-uniform polymer balls
in lm A5, the haze of lm A5 (over 95.0%) is higher than that of
lm A6 because of the interfacial scattering between the LCs
and polymer balls. Due to the irregular and larger polymer
micro-balls, the haze of lm A4 is the smallest. Due to the high
transmission of the smallest regular polymer balls, the trans-
mission of lm A6 is the highest, as shown in Fig. 5(A). As
transmissions of lms A4 and lm A5 both decrease with the
fortied light scattering between the LCs and the irregular
polymer balls, their transmissions are lower than that of lm
A6. In summary, lm A6 displays ultrahigh transmission and
ultrahigh haze and hence, it can be widely applied as an
excellent optical diffuser.

With a curing time of 1.5 h, the hazes of lms A8 and A9 are
both above 90%, as depicted in Fig. 6(B), which mainly depends
on the scattering of the larger polymer balls. As the polymer
balls are interconnected in lm A7, the light scattering
decreased. Referring to the transmissions in lms A7–A9
deriving from high transmission of polymer balls,
Fig. 5 The optical properties of optical diffusers A4–A6; (A) total trans
diffusers A4–A6.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
transmissions of lm A8 and lm A9 are relatively higher than
that of lm A7, as described in Fig. 6(A).

Considering the transmissions and hazes of lms A1–A9 at
light wavelength l ¼ 560.0 nm, as shown in Fig. 7, with short-
ened curing time, the optimal curing temperature is 358.15 K
for obtaining simultaneously high transmission and haze that
are. Upon extending the curing time, the lm haze increases
with the increase in curing temperature while maintaining
a high transmission. By continually increasing the curing time,
the transmission of the lm increases. Additionally, the haze of
the lm decreases when the lm is cured at higher tempera-
tures. In conclusion, the optical diffuser A6 obtains a high
transmittance (94.72%) and high haze (94.87%); thus, it can be
expected to be a novel optical diffuser.

The relationship between the average size of the polymer
balls in lm A3, lm A6 and lm A9 and the optical properties of
these lms has been investigated, as shown in Fig. 8(A). With
the increase in average size of the polymer balls, the haze of the
lm decreases and the transmission of the lm increases.
Generally, the scattering theories, such as the Rayleigh–Gans
approximation and the anomalous diffraction approximation,
are applied in investigations of polymer/LC composites based
on polymer networks and nematic LCs.25–35 Herein, as the
polymer network becomes micro-size anisotropic polymer balls,
the Mie scattering theory was applied in the system, which
inferred that the scattering intensity of the lm is inversely
missions of optical diffusers A4–A6; (B) transmission hazes of optical

RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 40347–40357 | 40351



Fig. 6 The optical properties of optical diffusers A7–A9; (A) total transmissions of optical diffusers A7–A9; (B) transmission hazes of optical
diffusers A7–A9.

Fig. 7 The transmissions and hazes of optical diffusers A1–A9 when
the light wavelength is 560.0 nm.
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proportional to the size of the scatters. The experimental result
shown in Fig. 8(A) conforms to the scattering theory. Comparing
the light diffusing abilities of lm A3, A6 and A9, as shown in
Fig. 8(B), the light diffusing abilities of lms A6 and A9 are
better than that of lm A3.
Fig. 8 (a) The relationship between the transmissions and hazes of opt
abilities of optical diffusers A3, A6 and A9.

40352 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 40347–40357
3.4 The effect of the functionality of the curing agent on the
optical properties of lms

The polymer balls in lms C1–C3 formed high density aggre-
gates. Thus, the hazes of lms C1–C3 are basically maintained
at 95.0% due to the multiple light scattering of the polymer ball
aggregates,25–35 as shown in Fig. 9(B). Owing to the strong
scattering in lms C1–C3, the transmissions of lms C1–C3
decreased to 80.0%. Similar to the case for lms A1–A3, among
lms C1–C3, lm C2 shows the highest transmission (just over
80.0%), as depicted in Fig. 9(A). Consequently, to obtain lms
with high transmission (>90.0%) and high haze (>90.0%), they
should be cured at 358.15 K.

When the curing agent functionality is primarily thiol, the
polymer balls became polymer aggregates. The hazes of lms
C4–C6, unlike those of lms A4–A6, are not consistently over
90.0% when the light wavelength is lower than 660.0 nm, as
depicted in Fig. 10(B). Due to the highest density of polymer
aggregates, lm C6 has the highest haze. The transmissions of
lms C4–C6 decreased with the increase in haze and the
transmission of lm C4 was the highest, as shown in Fig. 10(A).
Herein, the lm with high transmission (>90.0%) and haze
(>90.0%) was achieved at the lowest temperature.

The transmissions and hazes of lms C7–C9 are presented in
Fig. 11(A) and (B). It is easily observed that the transmissions of
the lms decrease with the increase in curing temperature in
ical diffusers A3, A6 and A9 and their diameter sizes; (b) the diffusing

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 9 The optical properties of optical diffusers C1–C3; (A) total transmissions of optical diffusers C1–C3; (B) transmission hazes of optical
diffusers C1–C3.
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lms C7–C9, while the hazes of the lms increase. Due to the
enhanced high-density polymer ball aggregates in lms C7–C9
obtained on increasing the curing temperature, light scattering
increases between the interfaces of the LCs and polymer ball
aggregates.

Fig. 12 shows the transmissions and hazes of lms C1–C9
when the light wavelength is 560.0 nm. With shorter curing
time, the transmissions of the lms are ultrahigh, while the
hazes are relatively low. On curing the lms for longer times, the
haze of lms decreases with the increase in curing temperature
due to the smaller polymer ball aggregates. On curing the lms
with increasing curing time, the haze of the lm reaches the
highest at the lower curing temperature, but the haze of the lm
decreases with the increase in curing temperature, while the
transmission of lm increases. Therefore, the optimal curing
temperature is 358.15 K with the longest curing time (1.5 h), due
to which lm C8 simultaneously obtains high transmission
(95.08%) and high haze (91.25%). Therefore, to obtain a high-
performance optical diffusers, lm A6 is the best choice due
to the single uniform 3.33 mm polymer balls in the lm.
3.5 The comparison of optical diffusers based on polymer
micro-balls and optical diffusers based on composite polymer
networks/polymer micro-balls

In our lab, we proposed for the rst time the preparation of
optical diffusers based on polymer/nematic LCs composite
Fig. 10 The optical properties of optical diffusers C4–C6; (A) total trans
diffusers C4–C6.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
lms. Haipeng et al. fabricated several optical diffusers based
on polymer networks/nematic LCs composite lms, which can
be named type A optical diffusers.19 When the size of the
spherically dispersed LC droplets in the polymer networks is
about 3.0 mm, the haze of the optical diffuser can reach 88.5%
and the transmission is nearly 90.0%. When the size of spher-
ically dispersed LC droplets in the polymer networks is about
10.0 mm, the haze of the optical diffuser can reach 39.2% and
the transmission is 90.2%. To obtain optical diffusers with
higher transmission and higher haze, our former study focused
on an optical diffuser with a combined polymer morphology of
polymer networks and polymer balls.23 The haze of the optical
diffuser can reach 95% and the transmission of the optical
diffuser can reach 93% when the average diameter size of the
polymer balls in the optical diffuser is 2.67 mm and the average
diameter of the dispersed LC droplets in the polymer networks
is 1.99 mm. These can be regarded as type B optical diffusers.
Herein, to investigate optical diffusers with polymer micro-
balls/nematic LCs composite lms, we applied a tertiary
amine as an accelerator and used a thiol as the curing agent. By
coherently controlling the functionality of thiol in the curing
agent (choosing TTMP as the curing agent), the curing time (1.0
h) and the curing temperature (373.15 K), an optical diffuser
with high transmission and high haze was fabricated, whose
transmission can reach 94% and haze can reach 94%.
Compared with the type B optical diffuser, the transmission of
missions of optical diffusers C4–C6; (B) transmission hazes of optical

RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 40347–40357 | 40353



Fig. 11 The optical properties of optical diffusers C7–C9; (A) total transmissions of optical diffusers C7–C9; (B) transmission hazes of optical
diffusers C7–C9.

Fig. 12 The transmissions and hazes of optical diffusers C1–C9 when
the light wavelength is 560.0 nm.
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this optical diffuser is slightly high and the haze is slightly low
as the average diameter of the polymer micro-balls in the optical
diffuser is 3.33 mm. This optical diffuser can be called type C
optical diffuser. Although there is a minor difference between
the optical properties of the type B optical diffuser and the type
C optical diffuser, their polymer morphologies are different and
the light scattering theories in the type B optical diffuser and
the type C optical diffuser differ, which has great signicance
for the design of optical diffusers.
3.6 The potential mechanism of light scattering in the
optical diffuser based on polymer micro-balls/nematic liquid
crystals

Early observations of light scattering were made by Lord Ray-
leigh, who attributed it for the blue color of the sky.36,37

According to Maxwell's equations, the light scattering of a plane
electromagnetic wave by a homogeneous sphere is one
boundary.38–40 In 1908, G. Mie provided a solution for the
spherical wave function, which accurately predicts sphere
scattering for all sizes of spheres.41,42 The Rayleigh approxima-
tion can be applied when the size of the particle is smaller than
40354 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 40347–40357
the wavelength of the incident light.43–45 Meeten et al. consid-
ered the results for isotropic and anisotropic spherical droplets
and observed that the Rayleigh–Gans approximation and
anomalous diffraction approximation can be applied for
anisotropic spheres with a mean refractive index close to that of
the polymer.46–50 The basic theories for LC droplets were devel-
oped by Stein and Rhodes, Meeten and Navard, Zumer,
Whitehead, Yang, Montgomery and others.36–50 S. Zumer theo-
retically studied the light scattering from a single spherical
birefringent droplet. For LC droplets that are much smaller
than the wavelength of the light, the Rayleigh–Gans approxi-
mation describes the scattering, while for LC droplets that are
comparable in size to the incident light wavelength, the
anomalous diffraction approach is more appropriate.41,43 It is
well known that light scattering of polymer/nematic LCs is an
important issue and many studies have focused on the
issue.51–54 As for the light scattering of polymer/nematic LC
composite lms, there are many models focusing on single
scattering and multiple scattering in the polymer/nematic LC
composite lms.55–63

In this study, we prepared optical diffusers based on polymer
micro-balls/nematic LCs. As the average diameter size of poly-
mer micro-balls was larger than the incident light wavelength,
Mie scattering was applied in the system. According to many
theoretical simulations of Mie scattering,64–70 generally, the light
scattering intensity increases with the decrease in the size of the
polymer balls. Additionally, because the anisotropic LC droplets
are not conned by the polymer micro-balls, the transmission
of the lm increases.
4. Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated a simple, innovative, and
cost-effective optical diffuser based on a polymer/LC composite.
The polymer micro-balls formed automatically in the polymer/
LC composites were critical for fabricating optical diffusers.
When the average size of uniform spherical polymer balls was
about 3.33 mm, an excellent optical diffuser with high light
transmission, high haze and good diffusion ability was
fabricated.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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